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I hope that when I die, people
say about me, ‘Boy, that guy sure
owed me a lot of money.’
Jack Handey

Squirrels
By Jeanine Chmielewski
~ Daily Bull

Most colleges have an abundance of fluffy-tailed devil
monsters that run around their
campus stealing food from
unsuspecting first years. That’s
right, I am talking about squirrels. These devil monsters
are found across campuses
around the world. So, why
are they not found here?
“It is weird not seeing them
here at Tech,” said an incoming transfer student, “I just
came from the University of
Michigan. There were squirrels everywhere. Up here . .
. none. I haven’t even seen
one. How do you do that?”
Well, we asked a mechanical engineer (because OBVIOUSLY they know about this
sort of thing). “The reason
that the squirrels aren’t here is
obvious: they can’t compete
with our intellect. I mean, we
engineers are so brilliant and
fantastic and ego ego ego . .
. etc.”
...see I lov-SQUIRREL! on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Winter in September!

National Supplies of Givadam are Dwindling
By Lunartic ~ Daily Bull

In an unfortunate twist of events, the
coming year may see a severe shortage
of the much-needed pharmaceutical
product known as Givadam.

Givadam is produced by the pharmaceutical company Pilzeer, which is also
known for producing Shootafed (for
itchy trigger fingers), Zombrex, aLEETaminGivadam is a drug that is used to provide ophen (for nerd-induced headaches),
motivation, empathy, and energy. Many Cramitol, Pepto Dismal. Unfortunately,
people said that using Givadam has been Pilzeer was forced to shut down several
better than morning coffee for getting of its production sites due to excessive
them up and moving. Artists, speakers, financial troubles following a lawsuit. Earperformers, and most especially humani- lier this year, a pre-teen girl was given an
tarians and healthcare providers have experimental drug for a would-be-fatal
case of Bieber Fever.
The drug kicked in just
as she was about to
fling herself in front of
a car, having killed just
enough of the marketing parasites that had
compromised
her
mental, but the escape was so narrow
that she was not able
to avoid the collision
And people wonder about how overdosing happens...
entirely and suffered
cited that their efforts are thanks to high a nosebleed from the ensuing accident.
amounts of Givadam in their systems. It Pilzeer was promptly sued for the noseis well known that people with Givadam bleed, with the patient demanding comhave higher life expectancy, higher hap- pensation for alleged negligence, for the
piness, and are generally more success- drug not being as effective as it should
ful, accomplished, and affluent people. have been, and for the emotional trauma
However, this might come to an early of realizing she was at one point a fan of
end.
...see I am NOT Gellin’ on back
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Straight from You-Know-Where!

What Would You Do For A Klondike Bar?!

Take 18 credits a semester
Take a small Ethiopian child’s goat
A semester of Carl Blair
Read the Lode
Streak through campus
Do a barrel roll
Steal Glenn Mroz’s golden boat
Never play broomball again
Product test Windows 8
Use Internet Exploder
Plug a switch into a switch
Register late
Share room with 4 CS students
Walk to Wal-Mart
Headbutt contest with a steamroller
Take an 8 AM
Don’t study for U-Chem exam
Dig up radioactive waste
Get on Les Cook’s bad side
Go to Career Fair
Visit the Third Floor of the Backroom
Lick Fisher 135’s floor
Drive the Yooper Loop with a golf cart
Go golfing with Cameron
Don’t order pizza for the Bull
Hunt with Dick Cheney
Say “No We Can’t” to Obama

Deal with MTU’s accounting dept.
Pay for a Klondike bar
Throw away a $5 box at Taco Bell
Eat beef tips
Reverse engineer a Klondike Bar
Give up on your hopes and dreams
Go to NMU
Simply walk into Mordor
Guess what’s inside the jar of dirt
Do a Klondike bar
Try one of every drug
Punch someone in the pants
Collect the blood of the innocent
Coitus
Hookers and blow
Go on Chatroulette
Find a rat with a dick this big
Give away your vuvuzela
Herp AND Derp
Be an RA
Join a screamo band
Sign up for a medical experiment
Tickle a cop
Urinate from 11th floor MEEM
Quit your internship
Offer Public Safety a drink
Steal a pair of Stripes
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Open til 8 Sunday thru Thursday
Til 10 on Friday and Saturday
Want us open later? Let us know!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... I lov-SQUIRREL! from front

After that interview we decided to go
to the people who actually know what
they are talking about. “The mechanical
engineer isn’t actually that far off,” said a
forestry major, to our surprise, “except
it isn’t our intellect that the squirrels
can’t compete with. On the contrary,
squirrels are much smarter than your
average engineer. It is the legendary
Albino Squirrel that is what they can’t
compete with.”
After doing some research, we were
able to confirm the forestry major’s allegations. Chipmunks are as intelligent
and annoying as an engineer, while a

normal squirrel may rise to the intellect
of a forestry or anthropology major, the
legendary Albino Squirrel has the mental prowess of a physicist. The Albino
Squirrel has used his gift to drive out all
of the other squirrels from the surrounding areas. All it had to say was “Sorry,
we only use MATLAB here,” and all of
the other squirrels and chipmunks ran
for the hills in terror.
This legendary beast is an elusive creature. If you EVER see it, take a picture
and run for your life. Also send it into
the Bull, we need more pictures on record.

Steer Searcher: Physics
from Jeanine Chmielewski
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The first evidence of the elusive squirrel in nearly 2 years... Clever Girl...
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... I am NOT Gellin’ from front.

Bieber.

Thinking the lawsuit was a hoax, Pilzeer
didn’t bother to send a lawyer or even
show up to the trial, allowing the patient to instate a jury of her own BBFFs

(best Bieber friends forever). Despite
every plea from the one sane person
in the courtroom (the janitor), the jury
awarded the patient a compensation
of “Eleventy-nine hundred billions of
dollars.” Pilzeer was immediately forced
to sell most of their production facilities to pay the settlement.
Experts have blamed not
only Obama and the three
presidents before and after
him – whoever is elected
next will be pinned with
the embarrassment of this,
complete with a cone of
shame, the instant he/she is
sworn into office.
While the legal system bickers and argues over whose

fault this is, the people are left with
the consequences. Without a reliable
supply of Givadam, students will likely
begin to do poorly in their academic
pursuits, showing symptoms similar to
Senioritis. Stupid, shallow people everywhere will be turned away from
receiving the consolation and whining
they need as the nice guys that they go
to, deprived of Givadam, will no longer
be able to pretend to be listening to
the eighth time that “I thought he had
changed since the seventh time he
cheated on me!”

The population will be unable to muster the will to follow whiny politics and
panic at each new crisis that breaks out.
General productivity will plummet and
people will really stop caring about all
the pointless crap around them.
The Givadam shortage is nigh. Pilzeer
says that it should have a new facility
put up and running within three months,
but in the meantime people will either
be forced to accept the black-market
substitute drug Givaphuq or be condemned to crippling apathy until supplies are restored.

If you like us, you should LIKE us!
There are always more funny pictures,
witticism, games, and links. Also candy.

